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While the study of political attitudes has incorporated implicit processes in its theoretical models, the
predominant approach to candidate-trait perception focuses exclusively on explicit processes. Our novel, dual-
process approach to candidate perception sees voters as holding both conscious, explicit impressions of
candidate traits and automatic, implicit candidate-trait associations that cannot be measured using traditional
self-report techniques. We examine implicit candidate-trait associations for the first time using data from a
three-wave online panel conducted in the last month of the 2012 U.S. presidential election. First, we
demonstrate that implicit candidate-trait associations exist. Second, we show that implicit associations of
warmth and competence with the candidates predict explicit candidate evaluations, economic evaluations, and
vote choice, above and beyond conventional political science controls and explicit trait perceptions. Finally,
we find that these effects are strongest among nonpartisans and partisans with conflicted feelings about their
party’s nominee. We suggest future directions for implicit political cognition research, including trait
perception.
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In the United States, political campaigns have become personalized, with greater focus devoted

to party leader traits (e.g., Garzia, 2011; McAllister, 2007). In this electoral environment, it is impor-

tant to develop clear theories of candidate-trait perceptions.

Candidate-trait perceptions have long been a staple of political science research (e.g., Miller,

Wattenberg, & Malanchuk, 1986). However, existing work focuses exclusively on the explicit, delib-

erate level of cognition. We extend political dual-process models (e.g., Lodge & Taber, 2013; P�erez,

2016) to consider whether, how, and with what consequences implicit, unconscious processes affect

candidate-trait perception. In our dual-process approach, voters hold both conscious, explicit impres-

sions of candidate traits and automatic, implicit candidate-trait associations. These implicit associa-

tions may not be introspectively accessible (and therefore cannot be measured using self-report) but

can nonetheless influence voter behaviors (cf. Evans, 2008; Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Wilson,

Lindsey, & Schooler, 2000). Our model synthesizes implicit political-attitudes research (e.g., Friese,
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Bluemke, & Wanke, 2007) and research on explicit candidate-trait perceptions (e.g., Bartels, 2002) to

demonstrate the importance of implicit candidate-trait associations.

We apply this dual-process model to a three-wave online panel conducted during the 2012 U.S.

presidential election and make four contributions to the literature on electoral decision-making. First,

we show that implicit candidate-trait associations exist, and we thereby bring implicit person percep-

tion into the study of mass political behavior. Second, we demonstrate that implicit associations of

warmth and competence with candidates predict explicit candidate assessments, economic percep-

tions, and voting preferences beyond conventional controls. Third, we show that implicit candidate-

trait associations are particularly important for understanding independents and conflicted partisans,

individuals for whom it is often difficult to predict electoral behavior using self-report strategies.

Finally, we illustrate that the effect of implicit traits are stable over a month prior to Election Day. In

sum, we demonstrate the utility of applying implicit person perception to the political context, provide

evidence that these processes play an important role in political campaigns, and describe an agenda

for future research on implicit candidate-trait associations.

Candidate-Trait Perceptions at the Explicit Level

Perceived candidate traits, including warmth and competence, are a common feature of presiden-

tial campaign coverage. In 2004, likeability presented a major hurdle for the Kerry campaign (Prysby,

2008). In 2008, Obama’s inexperience raised concerns about competence (e.g., Pew Research Center,

2009), and the media’s focus on Sarah Palin’s physical appearance damaged perceptions of her com-

petence (Heflick & Goldenberg, 2009). In 2012, Republicans targeted Obama’s handling of the econo-

my to undermine perceptions of his competence and shift attention away from Romney’s perceived

lack of warmth (Stanage, 2012).

Research in political psychology supports the importance of candidate-trait perceptions in elector-

al politics. Citizens incorporate personality traits into their cognitive representation of ideal candidates

(Kinder, Peters, Abelson, & Fiske, 1980), which inform appraisals of actual candidates (e.g., Miller

et al., 1986). Nonetheless, debate exists over whether voters simply ascribe positive traits to the candi-

dates they support and negative traits to their opponents (e.g., Rahn, Krosnick, & Bruening, 1994; cf.

Huber, 2015).1 Endogeneity notwithstanding, citizens who form positive trait inferences about a polit-

ical candidate are more likely to vote for that candidate (e.g., Bartels, 2002; Funk, 1997, 1999; Peter-

son, 2005), though not all perceived traits are equally impactful (e.g., Fridkin & Kenney, 2011).

We focus on perceptions of candidate warmth and competence for two reasons. First, these traits

are influential in the political science literature (e.g., Funk, 1999). Second, social psychological

research indicates that both are fundamental features of person perception (Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick,

2008). Across many contexts, warmth and competence perceptions operate orthogonally and corre-

spond with beliefs about the targets’ intentions and ability to execute those intentions, respectively

(Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007). Indeed, candidates gain votes when they are perceived as likeable

(e.g., Lewis-Beck & Stegmaier, 2000) and competent (e.g., Graefe, 2013).

Perceived competence also affects retrospective and prospective economic assessments. Econom-

ic voting theories treat elections as referenda on the government’s performance and, presumably, com-

petence (e.g., Duch & Stevenson, 2010; Tufte, 1978). The perceived health of the economy may

signal the incumbent’s competence. For incumbents and nonincumbents, perceived competence may

also be important in anticipating future economic success. Although scholars debate whether candi-

date evaluations or economic perceptions arise first (e.g., Evans & Andersen, 2006; Lewis-Beck,

1 For implicit associations, endogeneity may be less severe because voters lack introspective access to change them in a
motivated way. In addition, our use of panel data eliminates some issues endogeneity presents in cross-sectional analy-
ses (cf. Collingwood, Barreto, & Donovan, 2012, p. 248).
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2006), the link between these two perceptions is nevertheless strong across multiple electoral

contexts.

Applying Implicit Processes to Candidate-Trait Perceptions

Research on perceived candidate traits focuses on deliberative, explicit processes. Our dual-

process model posits that in addition to explicit, conscious candidate-trait associations, voters also

have implicit, unconscious candidate-trait associations. Research in social psychology shows automat-

ic processes are consequential for person perception (e.g., Amodio & Mendoza, 2010) and, as noted

above, warmth and competence are particularly important (Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske et al., 2007).

These general psychological processes should also apply to evaluations of political leaders.

In the political context, researchers have long studied how automatic processes relate to attitudes.

Early research on online processing (e.g., Lodge, McGraw, & Stroh, 1989; Lodge, Steenbergen, &

Brau, 1995) and, especially, on hot cognition (e.g., Morris, Squires, Taber, & Lodge, 2003; Lodge &

Taber, 2005) is in this vein. In these frameworks, affective activation is automatic, but cognition is

still largely directed by conscious processing (e.g., recalling the running tally). In contrast, some

political-attitude researchers have argued that implicit attitudes may affect behavior outside of con-

scious awareness. Early demonstrations by social psychologists showed that implicit political attitudes

predicted vote choice in Germany (Friese et al., 2007; but see Friese, Smith, Plischke, Bluemke, &

Nosek, 2012) and Italy (Arcuri, Castelli, Galdi, Zogmaister, & Amadori, 2008). Others demonstrated

that implicit racial attitudes affected Americans’ voting decisions (e.g., Finn & Glaser, 2010; Green-

wald, Smith, Sriram, Bar-Anan, & Nosek, 2009; Payne et al., 2010), as did implicit religious associa-

tions (e.g., Sheets, Domke, and Greenwald, 2011). This research aligns with a broader recognition of

the importance of implicit processes in social cognition (see Jost et al., 2009 for a review).

Political scientists have also been involved in implicit political-cognition research. For example,

P�erez (2010) demonstrated the relevance of implicit attitudes for immigration policy judgments and

has argued that political scientists can enrich implicit research by using more representative samples

and extending implicit research to applied domains (2013). P�erez’s (2016) recent book outlines the

challenges and opportunities of doing implicit political research and acts as a practical guide to using

the implicit measurement strategies in the political domain. Political scientists have also considered

implicit political associations that are not primarily valence-based, such as implicit political identity

(Theodoridis, 2013), political knowledge (Ksiazkiewicz, 2013), and party-gender stereotypes (Winter,

2010). For implicit trait perceptions, which is the focus of this article, automatic competence percep-

tions have been studied only in the context of the facial features of unknown candidates (Olivola &

Todorov, 2010; Todorov, Mandisodza, Goren, & Hall, 2005). For known candidates and for implicit

warmth associations, implicit trait associations have gone unstudied.

Studying implicit candidate-trait associations contributes to our understanding of political cogni-

tion. First, implicit trait associations are likely to account for unexplained variance in traditional mod-

els of voter decision-making. Implicit processes have incremental predictive validity across a wide

range of domains traditionally examined at the explicit level (see review by Greenwald, Poehlman,

Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009), including implicit attitudes in politics (see reviews by Gawronski, Galdi,

& Arcuri, 2015; Ksiazkiewicz & Hedrick, 2013; P�erez, 2013, 2016).

Second, if it exists, this unexplained variance could not be accounted for by explicit measures.

Implicit associations are not introspectively accessible and, therefore, cannot be measured directly by

self-report (Nosek, Greenwald, & Banaji, 2007; but see Gawronski, Hofmann, & Wilbur, 2006).

Across a variety of domains, implicit processes have been shown to be related, but not reducible, to

explicit processes (Hofmann, Gawronski, Gschwendner, Le, & Schmitt, 2005; Nosek & Smyth,

2007). Indeed, as demonstrated by meta-analysis (Greenwald et al., 2009), both associations show

incremental predictive validity across behavioral domains, suggesting that each captures distinct
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psychological processes or cognitive structures that account for distinct portions of the variance in atti-

tudinal and behavioral outcomes. This should apply to implicit candidate-trait associations, as well.

Third, because implicit measures are largely unaffected by social desirability bias (Banse, Seise,

& Zerbes, 2001; Boysen, Vogel, & Madon, 2006), they are particularly useful when traditional survey

techniques may not capture participants’ true beliefs. For example, when one of the major party candi-

dates is African American, like the 2012 U.S. presidential election, some voters may conceal their

true candidate-trait perceptions to appear unprejudiced (cf. Redlawsk, Tolbert, & Franko, 2010). In

general, evaluating personality characteristics of a political candidate may activate motivated reason-

ing processes (e.g., Kunda, 1990) and impression management strategies that alter the relationship

between explicit judgments and candidate evaluations. Some personality characteristics (e.g., warmth)

may be viewed as normatively less appropriate for judging political candidates (Conover & Searing,

2000; Funk, 1997; Kinder et al., 1980). Consequently, people may be less willing to communicate

these “true” judgments (to researchers and others); citizens may also be less willing to report negative

judgments regarding the personality characteristics of their preferred candidate (e.g., Goren, 2002,

2007). These problems can be at least partially circumvented by measuring implicit candidate-trait

associations.

Fourth, implicit and explicit attitudes are not interchangeable, redundant constructs but instead

represent psychologically independent, and sometimes divergent (see Nosek, Greenwald, & Banaji

2006), orientations that may have different evaluative and behavioral implications (e.g., Fazio, 1990),

even when no clear motivation for impression-management is present (e.g., Teubel, Asendorpf,

Banse, & Schnabel, 2011). Thus, automatic, unconscious associations may be incongruent with con-

sciously accessible partisan or ideological loyalties and affinities (e.g., Lavine, Johnston, & Steenber-

gen, 2012) or bias the search and processing of decision-relevant information (e.g., Lodge & Taber,

2013). In sum, implicit associations, including the implicit candidate-trait associations examined here,

are important for explaining the political behavior of a sizable portion of the electorate (see Gawron-

ski et al., 2015) and provide us with a deeper understanding of the psychological underpinnings of

political cognition and behavior.

Fifth, other implicit processes have been shown to be particularly adept at explaining the behavior

of individuals whose behaviors are not well described by traditional political science theory (e.g.,

independents and undecided voters; Arcuri et al., 2008; Galdi, Arcuri, & Gawronski, 2008; Galdi,

Gawronski, Arcuri, & Friese, 2012; Hawkins & Nosek, 2012; but see Friese et al., 2012). The prefer-

ences of voters who are unwilling or unable to accurately disclose, or who actively conceal, their can-

didate preferences on a survey can be predicted by indirect measures of implicit attitudes, which

correlate with their true explicit attitude. In addition, and of greater importance, the subtle, uncon-

scious influence that implicit associations, including implicit candidate-trait associations, exert on all

voter decision-making may be most apparent among voters who lack strong, explicit candidate prefer-

ences that could overwhelm the implicit effect. For strong partisans, explicit measurement strategies

may adequately capture information processing and predict political behavior, such that implicit con-

structs are less likely to produce incremental effects (Gawronski et al., 2015).

In short, our expectation that implicit candidate-trait associations have electoral consequences is

based on research showing that perceptions of candidates’ personality traits at the explicit level matter

and that implicit attitudes matter. We hypothesize that implicit candidate-trait associations exist and

influence outcomes like candidate evaluations, perceptions of the economy, and voting intentions,

even when controlling for basic demographic characteristics, explicit trait judgments, symbolic rac-

ism, political ideology, and partisanship. Consistent with the importance of warmth and competence

judgments at the explicit level, we expect both implicit competence and implicit warmth to predict

vote choice. However, we expect implicit competence to matter more than implicit warmth in eco-

nomic evaluations. In contrast, we expect implicit warmth to play a greater role than implicit compe-

tence in explicit ratings of candidate’s likeability. Finally, we predict that implicit trait associations
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will account for variation in political cognition especially where traditional theories are least informa-

tive (e.g., independents and conflicted partisans).

Methods

Data

Data were collected as part of a large, multi-investigator panel study of the 2012 U.S. presidential

election, utilizing a three-wave panel design (baseline October 15–22; pre-election October 31–

November 5; post-election November 14–24) of online surveys, with participants recruited from Ama-

zon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk). A subset of participants completed implicit measures at each wave

(for full description, see Table S1 in the online supporting information). Participants skew Democratic

(45% excluding leaners, 57% including leaners; compare 47% with leaners on the 2012 ANES),

White (86%), young (34 years old on average, ranging from 18 to 80), and college educated (60%).

There were slightly more women than men (55%). Attrition was approximately 30% (concentrated

between the first and second waves) and the demographic characteristics of participants at Wave 1

(N 5 316), Wave 2 (N 5 205), and Wave 3 (N 5 193) did not differ substantially, nor did the subsam-

ple that completed the implicit measures differ from the overall sample.

Although MTurk samples are not nationally representative, they are more diverse than undergrad-

uate convenience samples and more representative than typical internet samples (Berinsky, Huber, &

Lenz, 2012; Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011; Mason & Suri, 2012). In general, MTurk data

quality is similar to other convenience samples (Necka, Cacioppo, Norman, & Cacioppo, 2016).

Although MTurk respondents differ demographically in some ways from population-based studies,

they “do not appear to differ fundamentally from population-based respondents in unmeasurable

ways” (Levay, Freese, & Druckman, 2016, p. 1). They “closely mirror the psychological divi-

sions. . .in the mass public” (Clifford, Jewell, & Waggoner, 2015, p. 1) and demonstrate comparable

effects in experimental treatments across different paradigms (Coppock, 2016).

Although a nationally representative sample would nevertheless be preferable to a diverse conve-

nience sample, obtaining measures of implicit associations in a representative sample was not feasible

due to the time demands involved in implicit association measurement (i.e., several minutes per

implicit association test). This is especially true because implicit candidate-trait associations have not

been previously studied. By utilizing MTurk, we were able to obtain a large, diverse panel of Ameri-

cans with repeated implicit measures. Importantly, this sample is sufficient to test the hypotheses out-

lined above on the role of implicit processes in elections. Implicit cognition is a universal feature of

human psychology, so there is no reason why, if the data show that implicit processes play a role in

the electoral decision-making of MTurk participants, that implicit processes would not also play a

role for the remaining electorate.

Measures: Overview

Our dependent variables include candidate evaluations, economic evaluations, and vote choice.

The key independent variables are the implicit warmth and implicit competence of the presidential

candidates. Implicit candidate-trait associations were measured at each wave. All models control for

explicit perceptions of candidate warmth and competence for both Obama and Romney. Explicit

candidate-trait perceptions were measured at each wave using a separate six-item scale for each trait

(adapted from Cuddy et al., 2008); the scales all had excellent reliability at each wave (median Cron-

bach’s alpha 5 0.944, range from 0.915 to 0.962). Our models also control for relevant demographic

and attitudinal variables measured at wave 1, such as age, education, ideology (7-point scale), income,
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party identification, race (dichotomized White/non-White), symbolic racism (Henry & Sears, 2002),

gender, and employment status (trichotomized employed/unemployed/other).

Measures: Dependent Variables

This study utilized three dependent variables. First, we constructed an additive scale of economic

perceptions. This includes six items at Wave 1 and Wave 2: a one-year retrospective economic assess-

ment, a four-year retrospective economic assessment, a prospective economic assessment without

mentioning who wins the election, a prospective economic assessment if Obama or Romney wins the

election, and an assessment of the economy today. The Wave 3 economic-perceptions scale, collected

after the election, includes only three items from those present at Waves 1 and 2: the one-year retro-

spective assessment, a prospective assessment, and an assessment of the economy today. Items were

coded so that higher values indicate better economic perceptions under Democratic government than

Republican government. The scales are reliable (median Cronbach’s alpha 5 0.828, ranging from

0.813 to 0.836).

Second, we constructed an additive scale of explicit candidate valence. This includes four items

at Wave 1, Wave 2, and Wave 3: an Obama feeling thermometer, a Romney feeling thermometer,

Obama’s likeability (7-point scale), and Romney’s likeability (7-point scale). All items were coded so

that higher values indicate more positive associations with Obama and more negative associations

with Romney. The scales are reliable (median Cronbach’s alpha 5 0.865, ranging from 0.859 to

0.885; for descriptive statistics on the economic evaluations and candidate valence, see Table S2 in

the online supporting information).

Finally, we measured vote intentions (Waves 1 and 2) and vote choice (Wave 3) with a single

item at each wave. In these analyses, we focus on major-party vote choice: vote for Obama or vote for

Romney. Other responses were excluded from analysis. The breakdown of voting behavior was gener-

ally similar to the 2012 American National Election Study (ANES) panel for independents and lean-

ing Republicans. The MTurk participants are more likely to support their own party’s nominee and

are more likely to turn out to vote than the ANES participants (for comparison, see Table S3 in the

online supporting information).

Measures: Independent Variables of Interest

The most commonly used method to measure implicit attitudes is a computer-administered cate-

gorization task, called the implicit association test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998).

Individuals are repeatedly presented with pairs of concepts, and faster response latencies indicate

stronger implicit associations between the concepts. Participants completed separate IATs at each

wave for judgments of competence and warmth with a word-completion distractor task between the

IATs. The order of the IATs was randomized for each respondent at the first wave and kept constant

at subsequent waves. Each IAT paired adjectives categorized as warm or cold or as competent or

incompetent with pictures of Obama and Romney.2 These category labels were selected to reflect the

underlying constructs of interest, as the choice of category labels on IATs has been found to affect

measurement of implicit associations (Mitchell, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003). Higher scores on each of

these indicators represent stronger associations of the positive trait with Obama, relative to Romney.

IAT scores were computed using the most recent algorithm from Greenwald, Nosek, and Banaji

(2003).

2 The adjectives for each IAT were drawn from the stereotype content model (Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske et al., 2007).
Positive adjectives were the same sets used to measure explicit warmth and competence, respectively. Sets of negative
adjectives were selected from the same pool defined by Cuddy, Fiske, and colleagues, except loading negatively on
warmth and competence. The full list of items is available in the online supporting information.
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Analysis Strategy

To examine whether implicit trait associations account for unique variance in political outcomes,

we use a unified, time-series cross-sectional model for clustered data analysis, following the recom-

mendations of Bartels (2015). This approach overcomes a number of challenges related to the analysis

of panel data when pooling the data completely, using a fixed effects model, or using a random effects

model. This framework allows us to overcome the problem of cluster confounding that arises when

there are multiple possible relationships between X and Y that must be disentangled. For example, we

examine whether stronger pro-Obama implicit competence associations, X, predict stronger pro-

Obama explicit candidate preference, Y. In panel data, a relationship may exist between these varia-

bles cross-sectionally, such that individuals who implicitly associate competence more strongly with

Obama than Romney at a given time point have, on average, more pro-Obama explicit attitudes. Inde-

pendent of this cross-sectional relationship, another relationship may exist between these variables

longitudinally, such that as an individual’s implicit associations change from one panel wave to anoth-

er their explicit attitudes also shift. Each of these types of relationships may exist independently and

has different theoretical implications for how we understand the interplay of implicit and explicit asso-

ciations. Cluster confounding occurs when an analysis technique cannot distinguish these two types of

relationships, resulting in ambiguity in the interpretation of the results. By using the framework pro-

posed by Bartels (2015), we are able to distinguish cross-sectional and longitudinal relationships

between implicit candidate-trait associations and various explicit dependent variables.

To implement the analysis, we cluster the data points from the three panel waves by participant.

This allows us to distinguish between-cluster effects of X on Y (i.e., cross-sectional effects that distin-

guish participants from each other) and within-cluster effects of X on Y (i.e., longitudinal effects over

the course of the panel study that distinguish multiple responses from the same participant). To contin-

ue the example from above, suppose that we want to examine the relationship between a variable that

varies at each panel wave, implicit candidate-competence associations (denoted Xij, as the value of X

for individual j and time i), and another variable that varies at each panel wave, explicit candidate

preference (denoted Yij). In order to capture the cross-sectional effect of X on Y, we calculate the

mean implicit candidate-competence association for each participant j (denoted �Xj); intuitively, the

average of each participant’s implicit measures captures how strongly differences between partici-

pants’ implicit associations predict explicit candidate preferences. In order to capture the longitudinal

effect of X on Y, we calculate the deviation from the mean implicit candidate-competence association

for each participant j at each time point i (denoted XW
ij and calculated as XW

ij 5 Xij2 �Xj); intuitively,

if deviations from the mean implicit association correspond to changes in explicit candidate preferen-

ces, then this implies changes in implicit associations during the final weeks of the campaign predict

changes in explicit candidate preferences in the same period. The model may also control for time-

invariant traits that differ across participants,3 such as party identification (denoted as Zj). Thus, the

model (adapted from model (4) in Bartels, 2015) is:

Yij5g001b1XW
ij 1g01Zj1g02

�Xj1u0j1eij:

In this model, g00 is the intercept, b1 is the within-cluster or longitudinal effect of X, g01 is the effect

of a time-invariant variable like party identification, g02 is the between-cluster or cross-sectional effect

of X, u0j is the between-cluster error component, and eij is the within-cluster error component. Below,

we will present analyses which include multiple time-varying X variables simultaneously (partitioned

into their respective cross-sectional and longitudinal effects) and will control for multiple time-

3 These traits are assumed to be stable and time invariant over the course of our measurement period, but they may vary
on longer timescales.
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invariant Z variables simultaneously.4 These are accomplished by simply following the data-

preparation procedures described above for each X variable before including it in the model (see Bar-

tels, 2015, for other multivariate examples).

If instead of this unified method we utilized a fixed effects model, we would be unable to obtain

estimates of the between-cluster, cross-sectional effects. If instead we relied on a random effects mod-

el, our interpretations would be hindered by cluster confounding, and it would be unclear whether the

coefficients are indicating a cross-sectional effect, a longitudinal effect, or both (see Bartels, 2015, for

a detailed discussion). As discussed by Bartels (2015), this approach also has several other advantages

that make it particularly suitable to our purposes. First, this approach accounts for unobserved hetero-

geneity or differences between clusters (individuals) on the dependent variable, which if unaddressed

can induce omitted variable bias. Second, unlike fixed effects models, this approach allows us to esti-

mate and control for additional, time-invariant variables, such as party identification, political ideolo-

gy, race, and gender. This allows us to examine whether implicit trait associations have a cross-

sectional, between-cluster relationship with our dependent variables, when controlling for these time-

invariant individual traits. Finally, to reiterate the discussion on cluster confounding above, clustered

data analysis for time-series cross-sectional models often confounds the distinct within-cluster and

between-cluster effects on the dependent variable. The assumption that within-cluster and between-

cluster effects are equal renders substantive interpretation of significant effects particularly difficult

(Bartels, 2015). For the current study, addressing this confound allows us to estimate separately the

effect on the dependent variable of (1) change in the implicit and explicit trait indicator across mea-

surement points (within-cluster effects) and (2) variability between participants on the implicit and

explicit trait indicator (between-cluster effects).

We utilize this random intercept model to analyze within-individual and between-individual

effects on explicit candidate preferences, economic evaluations, and vote choice. We run three models

for each dependent variable. First, we examine the effect of implicit competence associations on the

dependent variable, controlling for explicit trait associations (as a second, time-varying X variable)

and standard demographic variables (as a series of time-invariant Z variables, including age, educa-

tion, employment status, ideology, income, party identification, race, symbolic racism, and sex). We

include these controls in all models to ensure the robustness of our findings. Second, we run this anal-

ysis substituting implicit warmth for implicit competence. Third, we run a model that includes implicit

competence, implicit warmth, and the controls.5 All of these models distinguish within-cluster (longi-

tudinal) and between-cluster (cross-sectional) effects for each implicit and explicit trait variable; the

remaining controls are considered fixed. The total number of observations varied between 548 and

625, depending on the dependent variable used in the model.

Results

Implicit Trait Associations Exist and Can Be Reliably Measured

Consistent with the Democratic skew of MTurk samples, participants associated both warmth

and competence more strongly with Obama than Romney at both the implicit and explicit levels at

4 We do not incorporate a lagged dependent variable because of the limited number of panel waves (i.e., three). Includ-
ing a lagged dependent variable would exclude the first panel wave from analysis, resulting in a large loss of statistical
power.

5 We also ran models averaging implicit warmth and implicit competence as a global positive trait association. However,
as we view implicit warmth and implicit competence as theoretically separate associations, we report these joint mod-
els in the online supporting information only. The primary value of these models is to demonstrate there is considerable
measurement error in implicit measures (reduced when averaged together), suggesting the results reported are a conser-
vative estimate of the true effects.
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each time point (see Table S4 in the online supporting information). The pro-Obama leanings are

stronger on explicit warmth (by between 0.582 and 0.632 SD depending on the wave) and implicit

warmth (0.263 to 0.369 SD) than on explicit competence (0.163 to 0.291 SD) and implicit competence

(0.180 to 0.301 SD). Similarly, there is a somewhat pro-Obama skew in the dependent variables for

likeability and feeling thermometers (0.561 to 0.611 SD), but a nonexistent or weak skew for econom-

ic evaluations (20.011 to 0.223 SD; see Table S2 in the online supporting information). For traits,

pro-Obama preference is greater for implicit and explicit warmth associations than for implicit and

explicit competence associations, which is consistent with the observation that Romney’s likeability

was a problem during the campaign (Stanage, 2012). Correlations between implicit and explicit mea-

sures of each trait were high and relatively constant across waves; on average, the implicit-explicit

competence correlation was 0.56 and the implicit-explicit warmth correlation was 0.66, with neither

correlation dropping below 0.51 at any wave (see Table S5 in the online supporting information).

Implicit Candidate-Trait Associations Predict Evaluations of Candidates and the Economy

We begin by considering the relationship between each implicit measure and two dependent vari-

ables: candidate evaluations and economic evaluations. All of the models include conventional con-

trols and explicit candidate-trait perceptions (full model estimates are available in Tables S6 and S7 in

the online supporting information).

We find evidence of cross-sectional, between-participant effects for implicit competence asso-

ciations for both dependent variables (see Fig. 1A). That is, individuals who implicitly associate

competence more strongly with Obama than with Romney evaluate Obama and the economy more

positively than individuals who implicitly associate competence more strongly with Romney than

Obama. These effects are robust to controlling for demographics, explicit traits, and implicit

warmth associations. The effect of implicit competence is also substantively significant. For
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party identification, race, and symbolic racism. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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example, moving across the observed range of implicit competence results in an 8.6% change in

explicit candidate evaluations. For comparison, moving across the full range of party identification

changes explicit candidate evaluations by 12.4%. For economic evaluations, the effect of implicit

competence is 9.6% of the scale range, and the effect of party identification is 5.4%. These results

suggest implicit competence associations play a substantively significant role in how candidates are

evaluated explicitly.

With the demographic and explicit trait controls, implicit warmth has a significant cross-sectional

effect on candidate evaluations (resulting in a 7.7% change in candidate evaluations across the

observed range of implicit warmth associations), but it does not have a significant effect on economic

evaluations (see Fig. 1B). However, when also controlling for implicit competence, the effect of

implicit warmth on candidate evaluations is no longer significant (p 5 0.195). These results suggest

implicit candidate-warmth associations play a smaller role in candidate evaluations than implicit com-

petence and no role in evaluations of the economy.6

We find no evidence for within-cluster, longitudinal effects for any of the implicit variables (see

Tables S6 and S7). That is, within-subject changes in implicit associations in the last weeks of the

campaign did not result in within-subject change in explicit candidate evaluations or assessments of

the economy.7

In sum, the results demonstrate that implicit trait associations are meaningful, unique, and robust

predictors of candidate evaluations and economic attitudes. Implicit competence has stronger effects

than implicit warmth for both dependent variables. However, there was no evidence that change in

implicit associations during the final month of the presidential campaign predicted change in explicit

political attitudes. These results suggest the relationships between implicit trait associations and the

dependent variables must originate earlier in the campaign.

The Effect of Implicit Candidate-Trait Associations Is Greater Among Independents

Thus far, we have not considered whether implicit processes exert a greater influence on attitudes

and beliefs of some participants than others. Specifically, we hypothesize that implicit processes mat-

ter more for voters with weaker explicit commitments. We test this by examining whether the effect

of implicit trait associations is strongest among participants without partisan attachments (i.e.,

independents).

We model the moderating effect of strength of partisanship on implicit competence and implicit

warmth. Because we found no evidence of longitudinal, within-cluster effects of implicit warmth or

implicit competence in the analyses addressing candidate and economic evaluations, the analyses in

this section simplify the model by pooling the within- and between-subject effects for each variable in

a random effects model. This pooling reduces the number of interactions in the model, thereby

increasing power. We interpret significant interactions with the implicit variables as occurring with

6 The models control for explicit candidate traits to provide a conservative test of the hypothesis that implicit candidate-
trait associations affect explicit candidate and economic evaluations. Both explicit warmth and explicit competence are
highly correlated with candidate valence (for Obama, 0.83 and 0.82 for warmth and competence, respectively; for
Romney, 20.81 and 20.53, respectively) and economic perceptions (0.73, 0.73, 20.58, and 20.40, respectively).
Although these results show explicit candidate traits are strongly related to these dependent variables, the dependent
variables are still sufficiently distinct; controlling for explicit traits, we always find effects for implicit competence and
usually for implicit warmth. Excluding explicit traits from the models (not shown), the results are clearer (e.g., implicit
warmth is significant). Nevertheless, we believe it is appropriate to control for explicit traits in these models to ensure
we capture the unique effect of implicit associations on candidate and economic assessments.

7 Although within-subject changes in implicit associations did not produce within-subject change in explicit candidate
evaluations or assessments of the economy, we find evidence that within-subject change in each type of implicit associ-
ations predicts change in the other (not shown). Thus, implicit warmth and competence associations move together in
the final weeks of the campaign, even if these changes have insufficient time or are of insufficient magnitude to impact
vote choice at this late stage.
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the between-cluster, cross-sectional effects identified in the previous section. All models controlled

for traditional demographic and political variables and explicit candidate-trait perceptions (full model

estimates are available in Tables S8 and S9 in the online supporting information).

Above, we found a positive between-subject, cross-sectional effect of implicit competence

on candidate and economic evaluations and a positive between-subject effect of implicit warmth

on candidate evaluations (not significant controlling for implicit competence). When moderated

by strength of partisanship, the effect of implicit traits decreases as strength of partisanship

increases (see Fig. 2). For example, among independents, leaners, and weak partisans, moving

across the observed range of implicit competence results in a significant change in explicit candi-

date evaluations (14.0%, 9.6%, and 5.2%, respectively), but not for strong partisans (0.8%). For

implicit warmth, the effects on candidate evaluations are significant for independents (8.8%) and

leaners (5.9%), but not weak or strong partisans (3.0% and 0.1%, respectively). The results for

economic evaluations follow the same pattern. In sum, the effect size of implicit trait associations

is inversely proportional to partisanship.

When we include both implicit variables in the model simultaneously, the effects of implicit

warmth lose statistical significance at all levels of partisanship. For implicit competence, effects for

independents and leaners remain significant for candidate evaluations and economic evaluations, but

the effects for weak partisans drop to marginal significance in both cases (p 5 0.065 and 0.069,

respectively).

Implicit Candidate-Trait Associations Predict Vote Choice

As with candidate evaluations and economic assessments, our initial vote-choice model distin-

guishes between-subject (cross-sectional) and within-subject (longitudinal) effects. We utilize a ran-

dom intercept probit model to examine major-party vote choice. Comparing this model to a complete
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pooling approach using a likelihood ratio test, we find there is no significant improvement in fit by

using the random intercept model.8 Specifically, while there are significant between-cluster, cross-sec-

tional effects in the random intercept probit models, there are no significant within-cluster, longitudi-

nal effects. Thus, we report results from the more parsimonious pooled probit model below and

interpret the results as indicating between-cluster, cross-sectional effects. We present the results as

predicted probabilities to aid interpretation (full model estimates are available in Table S10 in the

online supporting information).

We find evidence that implicit competence associations predict vote preferences, robust to

controls and implicit warmth. The effects are also substantively significant. Holding all variables

(including implicit warmth) at their subsample means, for true independents only, moving from strong

pro-Obama implicit competence associations to strong pro-Romney implicit competence associations

increased the predicted probability of voting for Romney by 95.9%. However, when we consider par-

tisan subsamples (i.e., each category of leaners, weak partisans, and strong partisans) at their respec-

tive subsample means for other variables, the effect of implicit competence on vote choice is

negligible. Taken together, these results suggest implicit competence associations may be a substan-

tively significant determinant of vote choice for true independents but that their effects among typical

leaners and partisans are overwhelmed by explicit evaluations.

Next, we consider the effect of implicit warmth on major-party vote choice. We find that implicit

warmth does not have a significant effect on major-party vote choice when controlling for explicit trait

perceptions and standard demographics, regardless of controlling for implicit competence. These

results suggest that, unlike implicit competence associations, both between-subject and within-subject

differences in implicit warmth associations are not incrementally related to vote choice.

In general, while contributing independently to vote choice, the implicit trait results parallel the

explicit level, where assessments of candidates’ competence were statistically and substantively sig-

nificant determinants of vote choice, unlike assessments of candidates’ warmth.

Implicit Candidate-Trait Associations Are Predictive of Vote Choice Primarily Among
Independents and Conflicted Partisans

As discussed above, when controlling for explicit assessments at the mean for each level of

partisanship and for independents, implicit competence predicts vote choice among typical inde-

pendents but not participants at other levels of partisanship. This difference may exist because

implicit competence has a stronger effect on vote preference among independents than other vot-

ers. To test this possibility, we ran three models. First, we interacted the effect of implicit compe-

tence with strength of partisanship to test whether the effect of implicit competence is weaker as

strength of partisanship increases. The interaction term was not significant. Second, we inter-

acted the effect of implicit competence with a dummy variable for being a true independent to

test whether implicit competence has particularly strong effects specifically among independents.

Once again, the interaction was not significant. Finally, we ran the original implicit competence

model but excluded independents from the analysis in order to test whether implicit competence

is associated with vote choice among nonindependents. We found that the effect of implicit com-

petence on vote choice remains significant even when independents are excluded from the analy-

sis. These results suggest that implicit competence associations affect voting decisions of both

nonindependents and independents.

8 The likelihood ratio test is significant when we examine the effect of the warmth IAT without controlling for the com-
petence IAT; however, the effect of the between-cluster effect of the warmth IAT is still not significant, and there are
no significant within-cluster effects for any variable. Thus, we report the pooled models throughout this section.
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Of critical importance, the effect of implicit competence on predicted probabilities of vote

choice between the major candidates is only significant among independents when holding the
remaining variables at their subsample means across levels of partisanship. For typical leaners

and partisans, the effect of implicit competence is overwhelmed by explicit candidate evalua-

tions. Thus, the impact of implicit competence on vote choice is significant for both independents

and partisans, and the magnitude of this relationship does not necessarily vary across subsamples

(as discussed in the preceding paragraph). However, at the same time, the incremental effect of

implicit competence above and beyond explicit controls was only observed among independents,

suggesting that the explicit preferences of nonindependents washed out the effect of their implic-

it preferences.

Supporting this interpretation, implicit competence is a strong predictor of vote choice

among conflicted leaners and partisans who are ambivalent about the candidates (i.e., those who

ascribe equal competence to the two candidates rather than ascribing more positive traits to their

own party’s candidate) or who ascribe relatively more positive traits to the other party’s candi-

date (see Fig. 3). In other words, a stronger implicit association of competence with one candi-

date relative to the other predicts vote choice among independents and among conflicted leaners

and partisans.

In sum, the absence of significant interactions between strength of partisanship and implicit com-

petence indicates that implicit associations have effects on vote choice across the range of partisan-

ship. However, the substantial differences in predicted probabilities between typical and conflicted

partisans indicate that implicit associations only change voting decisions among this subset of the vot-

ing public (alongside independents) and are otherwise overwhelmed by explicit considerations. This

result provides novel theoretical insight into the psychological processes underpinning voting behav-

iors, particularly among independents and conflicted partisans.
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Discussion and Conclusion

We demonstrate the existence and importance of implicit candidate-trait associations. Our results

indicate, at the latter stages of a political campaign, implicit trait associations predict a broad range of

political outcomes, including candidate assessments, economic evaluations, and vote choice, above

and beyond their explicit counterparts and conventional controls.9 These findings, particularly regard-

ing leaners’ and conflicted partisans’ vote choice, highlight how adopting a dual-process approach to

candidate-trait perception produces a fuller picture of voter decision-making than focusing exclusively

on self-report. Moreover, these findings demonstrate the value of studying implicit constructs beyond

implicit candidate or racial attitudes.

Our findings indicate that between-individual, cross-sectional differences in implicit competence

associations predict explicit candidate evaluations, economic evaluations, and vote intentions.

Although evidence for the influence of implicit warmth associations is weaker, future research should

determine whether the relative impact of implicit competence and implicit warmth associations varies

across political campaigns and candidates (e.g., if one of the candidates is female, as women are sub-

ject to a complex double bind with regard to warmth and competence; see Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu,

2002). The office being contested may also affect the relative importance of these traits.

Despite the cross-sectional effects, we also find that within-individual, longitudinal change in

implicit trait associations in the final month of the campaign was not associated with changes in our

outcomes of interest. This result may be driven by the stability of implicit candidate-trait associations

late in the campaign. It remains an open, and important, question how changes in implicit trait associ-

ations affect voter decision-making at earlier stages of attitude formation and whether these changes

are larger in magnitude than those that we observed here. Taken together, these results raise questions

for future research regarding the origins of implicit candidate-trait associations early in the campaign

and the origins of their relationship with political attitudes and behaviors.

Longitudinal and experimental research early in the campaign would also be able to address the

endogeneity of implicit candidate-trait associations with traits such as partisanship and media-

consumption patterns. Such endogeneity may bias estimates of the effects of implicit associations or

other political traits. Our panel data minimizes some of the endogeneity concerns by showing that

implicit associations predict candidate evaluations, economic assessments, and vote choice above

explicit candidate assessments, partisanship, and demographics, which may contribute to the forma-

tion of implicit candidate associations. Earlier measures would allow researchers to directly study

endogeneity by examining how these implicit associations form during a campaign, whether implicit

associations result from selective exposure to media and campaigns, and what mechanisms link them

to citizens’ partisan and ideological attachments.

Studying the formation of implicit candidate-trait associations may also provide other, indirect

benefits. Such research may shed light on the formation of incongruent implicit and explicit trait asso-

ciations. Understanding the origins and consequences of incongruence is an important area for addi-

tional investigation, as we find that incongruence affected the voting decisions of independents and

conflicted partisans. Future research should examine whether incongruent implicit associations act as

a form of cross-pressure making partisans less willing to act in ways consistent with their explicit pref-

erences. In addition, incongruent implicit associations may make voters more persuadable by counter-

attitudinal political communications. In this way, implicit-explicit incongruence may weaken partisan

identification. One implication of this dynamic is that strength of partisan identification may emerge

9 In all analyses, we control for the influence of explicit racial attitudes. However, it is possible that implicit racial atti-
tudes contributed to implicit-explicit incongruence among weakly identified partisans and respondents with ambivalent
attitudes. Future research should also consider implicit intergroup attitudes as a potential moderator for the incremental
effects of implicit trait associations.
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as a function of evaluative consistency between implicit and explicit associations. While it remains

unlikely that such congruence is a primary determinant of partisan identification, examining the for-

mation of implicit constructs earlier in presidential campaigns would allow for a more direct test of

the ways in which implicit processes can lead to change in the strength or direction of partisan identifi-

cation over the course of the campaign. In sum, future work must examine antecedents, pervasiveness,

and consequences of implicit-explicit incongruence in its many forms.

One possible contributor to the existence of implicit-explicit incongruence is the absence of intro-

spective access to implicit associations, which may prevent voters from easily adjusting implicit asso-

ciations to match explicit preferences in a motivated way. Nonetheless, researchers should actively

study the extent to which voters have introspective access to their implicit trait associations, perhaps

in the form of “gut feelings” about the candidates, and whether individual differences in introspective

awareness carry implications for political cognition and behavior.

In addressing all of these questions, researchers should consider using alternative measurement

strategies to capture implicit associations. In this study, we relied on the IAT. One drawback of this

methodology is that it only provides a measure of the relative strength with which a trait is associated

with a candidate (i.e., how much competence or incompetence is associated with Obama relative to

Romney). This approach is appropriate for some research questions, such as explaining vote choice

between two candidates. However, it does not allow us to differentiate individuals who associate com-

petence strongly with both candidates from individuals who associate incompetence strongly with

both candidates, as the relative association in both cases would be zero. Thus, future research should

consider utilizing single-target IATs (Bluemke & Friese, 2007) to obtain absolute measures for each

candidate separately rather than relying exclusively on relative measures of implicit associations.

Examining moderators is also an important future direction. We evaluated strength of partisan-

ship and found that implicit processes have greater effects on the attitudes and voting decisions of

independents and leaners. Future research should seek to replicate and extend these findings and those

of similar work showing stronger effect for implicit attitudes among undecided voters (e.g., Galdi

et al., 2008). However, other variables, such as cognitive styles, may operate as moderators. More-

over, future research should consider how implicit processes affect features of voter preferences, like

certainty and ambiguity, which have become increasingly important topics in understanding voter

behavior (e.g., Peterson, 2005; Tomz & Van Houweling, 2009). For example, implicit-explicit incon-

gruence may lead to greater uncertainty or ambiguity regarding candidate preferences and trait

evaluations.

Finally, this research relies on a sample from Amazon Mechanical Turk, which presents its own

challenges. Although this sample is considerably more diverse than a student sample, it is not nation-

ally representative. Thus, future research should replicate and extend these findings using other types

of convenience samples and, ideally, nationally representative samples. Moreover, some researchers

have raised ethical concerns about the use of MTurk samples when respondents are insufficiently

compensated for their time (e.g., Williamson, 2016). This is an important discussion in the academic

community and is one that we encourage researchers who intend to use MTurk in the future to seri-

ously consider in making research design decisions. Nevertheless, with regard to the hypotheses tested

here, because implicit processes occur universally, we expect that the effects of implicit processes

among MTurk participants will parallel the general population.

In sum, our results highlight the importance of adopting a dual-process approach to the study of

candidate-trait perception and voter decision-making. In order to develop a full and accurate model

of political decision-making, political scientists and social psychologists must grapple with the reality

of implicit cognitive processes that often operate in tandem or at odds with explicit processes. This

research lays groundwork for future interdisciplinary investigations into fundamental social cognitive

processes of person perception by demonstrating that the persuasive and mobilizing environment
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created by political campaigns provides an excellent testing ground to explore the interplay between

implicit and explicit psychological processes.
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